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Why Choose Our Mediation 

Services for Your California Divorce?

Mediation, on the other hand, may allow you to preserve 

confidentiality, minimize conflict, and create your own 

divorce agreement taking into account the unique needs 

of your family.


Post-divorce compliance with the terms of the settlement 

is usually much better in a mediated divorce because the 

agreement has been reached voluntarily and not imposed 

by a judge following a court trial. If children are involved, 

divorce mediation is particularly useful for upholding the 

best interests of your child, while protecting your own 

rights and interests at the same time. 

The adversarial, overburdened judicial system in California 

often contributes to exceeding levels of frustration, 

delays, and costs for divorcing couples. The process of 

divorce mediation with assistance from our dedicated 

team at Lerner Conflict Resolution Center can give you 

greater control over the decisions related to your divorce.


Even the court system in the state encourages the path of 

mediation to handle divorce and family law disputes for a 

quicker and relatively amicable resolution of the issues to 

the maximum satisfaction of both parties. 


If you wish to avoid the prolonged emotional stress and 

high financial costs associated with a litigated divorce, 

choosing mediation services can be a prudent option. We 

will help you and your former spouse reach a divorce 

agreement through mutual understanding and fair 

compromise. One of the key risks of a court trial is that all 

the major decisions related to your divorce will be made 

by the court. You will have no control over the outcome. 

As a result, the litigation process typically can end up 

leaving both sides dissatisfied with the final outcome.  
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Our goals in the divorce mediation, whether voluntary or court-referred, include:

Objectives of Divorce Mediation

Help you and your             

ex-spouse achieve a 

mutually acceptable, legally 

sound, and equitable 

divorce settlement

Avoid the extended 


time, stress and costs 


that are often associated


with traditional        

divorce litigation

Preserve the rights and interests 


of both sides, mitigate hostility, and 


pave the way for positive post-divorce 

engagement, especially where joint 


custody of children is involved
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